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The Future of TV - Non Linear TV
and Object Oriented Broadcasting
The Smart Broadcaster’s Guide to still being in business in 5 years….

Prelude: A peek into the future
Hindsight is a wonderful thing, and in the chapters which follow, we will apply observations
made over 30 years in the media industry to unlock a vision of the future.

We will learn that during some phases, new technology availability has driven changes in
the TV landscape whilst at other times, shifting consumer demands dominate the
direction broadcasters must follow - and in doing so dictate the technology required - in
contrast to many broadcasters’ traditional instincts.

We will examine the meaning of multi-stream and object-based television and discover
why consumers are disconnecting from traditional single stream linear TV in favour of 21st
Century alternatives.

Next we will find out what it takes to build next generation infrastructure ready to meet
the critical demand of consumers, now and in the future, whilst we observe massive
disruption in the status quo.

We conclude that a hybrid technology stack is required, to continue delivering linear TV for
certain applications, and with the flexibility to create much more cosmopolitan content
unfamiliar to traditionalists, but which holds the keys to a viable commercial future for
most broadcasters.

Let’s start oﬀ with a short review of the last 30 years and see what we can learn.
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The Future of TV - Non Linear TV
and Object Oriented Broadcasting
Review the Past to Predict the Future….

Season 1: Technology drives Change
As we observe massive changes in TV Broadcast technology and business models, many
people are wondering what shape TV will look like in the future.
At Sienna, we have been intimately involved in a number of major transition points in the
media industry since 1990, and by observing the events of the past, we can draw at least
some predictions for the future. Let’s look back at some of the transitions Gallery Sienna has
witnessed and taken part in, so we can see how dramatically things change in only a few
years - and how they will again in the future.

Introduction : How we used to live
Prior to the very late 1980s all audio recording and editing was done with analog tape and a
razor blade. Video too, was often still recorded on 1" analog or even Quadruplex 2"
recorders and was sometimes edited with a razor blade - whilst tape to tape linear video
editors were starting to become more common. Music was recorded and mixed from analog
2" 24-track recorders. There were no mobile phones, no internet, very few computers
used in media production.
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Episode 1 :
Non Linear Stereo Audio and File Based Audio Editing
Late 1980s : The Audio industry starts the move away from splicing linear analog tape, onto
a combination of DAT digital tape and computer based 2-channel editors (Digidesign Sound
Tools). This technology drove the entire 12" extended mix business in the Music Industry as
SoundTools allowed unprecedented control of editing which would have been super
laborious or even impossible with tape. This was a massive leap into the unknown - at the
time, the audio industry had only been using computers for Midi sequencing, and some
automation control of mixers (often using Midi).
Within a few years, analog tape editing was gone from the audio industry

Episode 2 :
Non Linear MultiChannel Audio
Early 1990s : As Digidesign SoundTools evolved, Digidesign launched the first version of
ProTools, which would soon dominate the audio recording and mixing industry, as well as
audio postproduction for TV and film and eventually film mixing. Gallery's first product
SampleSearch was launched, and became the world's first sound effects management tool
which worked with searchable and auditionable hard disc based 'online' audio files rather
than a simple database referring to an audio SFX CD. For more Gallery and Sienna 'World's
Firsts' take a look at this page. Once again, we see that ProTools is a massive revolution
which makes the lifecycle of the Digital Multitrack recorders (DASH and Pro-Digi) of
this era a short-lived part of history, now forgotten
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Episode 3 :
Non Linear Video and File Based Video Editing
Early-Mid 1990s : Another massive shakeup was in its
infancy - as Avid released their non linear video editing
system. This transition would be the biggest change in Film
and TV technology since the invention of video tape. By the
late 1990s large swathes of the Film and TV industries had
transitioned to non-linear video - a process which took less
than 5 years.
At a time when it was common to slave ProTools systems to U-matic video tape players, In
1994 Gallery launched VirtualVTR which was the world's first QuickTime based 'DVR' and
quickly became a standard part of audio post production for TV and film mixing workflows.
Here again, in only 5 years, we see the entire TV technology landscape change
unrecognisably.
So, in less than 10 years, we experience the Non-Linear Audio revolution, the NonLinear Video revolution and the switch to file-based rather than tape based
workflows. Soon cameras too, would shift from tape to memory card media, then eventually
to direct network delivery.
In the following decades we see the changes people may be more familiar with, as
computers and the internet started to dominate everything about the media industries.
As CDs killed Vinyl and MP3 killed the CD in turn, the main lessons we can learn from these
transformations is how rapidly and how completely the landscape can change.

Those clinging on to the status quo, could be out of business in less than 5 years.

This section was all about historic technology shifts. In the next section we see how it's
not just technology which shapes the future of television, but increasingly consumer choice
will become the dominant factor which drives massive changes in the industry.
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The Future of TV - Non Linear TV
and Object Oriented Broadcasting
Look ahead to the inevitable changes,
(whether you like them or not….)

Season 2: Consumers take control of the future.
In the previous section, we saw how specific technology changes drove massive changes in
the media industry, making and breaking business along the way. Companies and
engineers that failed to embrace the tidal wave of non linear video and audio would be left
behind, and decades of technical expertise essential to the past would become irrelevant
relics.

Introduction : The shift in power
A sound engineer in the late 1980s would learn to line up analog multi-tracks using a 2" test
tape and a trim pot screwdriver. Within a few years that skill set was basically obsolete as
non linear replaced tape.
In the same way, senior engineers with decades of experience with SDI & linear TV, and
program makers with decades of experience curating and dictating the content of singlestream linear television will both have to accept that these skills are becoming less and less
relevant. Instead, engineers *must* embrace massive technical changes with IP video/audio
and networking, and producers must understand that consumers want more than just a
single linear stream with the entire content dictated by the broadcaster.
This time, the changes are less driven by the introduction of new technology, and more about
the demands of the consumer. The TV industry has watched the shift away from real time
viewing of scheduled linear television as VOD and time-shifting become popular, and a
younger demographic started the complete shift from linear TV over to mobile, with the rise of
YouTube, and everything that followed.
Since then, Netflix, Amazon, YouTube and others have chewed away at the film industry on
one side, and the TV industry on the other, eating deep into both sectors.
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These changes are all about consumer choice - and consumers are voting with their feet
and their dollars. As delivery of content is democratised by the internet, traditional
broadcasters have lost control of their destiny and they must now either follow the
consumer's wishes, or accept their own demise.

Analysis : What DO Consumers want anyway ?
So, if consumers aren't satisfied with scheduled linear television anymore, what do they want
instead ? - well.... the general crux is variety, interactivity, personalisation, and of course,
platform : the ability to consume content in different ways on TVs, computers, mobile
devices, and even smart speakers.
Variety is largely about the breath of content available, anyone who channel-surfed the 4 TV
channels available in the UK in the 1980s will recognise that offering a limited range of take-it
or leave-it content is not viable any more, when today's consumer can pick from millions of
options on the internet. For broadcasters this means covering more diverse topics, more
specialist genres, and to do that they need much more cost eﬀective workflows.

Interactivity began with shows like Big Brother where consumers could drive
the outcome, and developed into user generated content like twitter.
Consumers now expect to interact with TV and for broadcasters this generally
means building social-media connections into their graphics workflows.

Platform has been a major factor in driving the delivery of content,
creating the CDN industry and dictating new rules about aspect ratio,
and graphics. After a decade where broadcasters arrogantly chastised
consumers for shooting video in portrait mode instead of 16x9, we have
had to accept that we have lost that battle, and consumers have
chosen

portrait and square video as a required part of TV future. The ability

to derive and deliver multiple aspect ratios now dictates technology pipelines
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Personalisation is where things start to get really interesting.
Some new concepts come into play, largely : multi-stream delivery and object-oriented
delivery. This basically means the consumer is getting options about how to watch a
program - for example - F1TV delivers a range of parallel video streams during each Grand
Prix - allowing the viewer to watch the main curated feed if they want, or they can jump into a
POV - sat next to their favourite driver and watch the whole race from inside a car, or they
can wander down to the pits. F1TV is great example of where a broadcaster has embraced
these changes, and is delivering a much more appealing package to consumers.
In another example, BBC Springwatch 2020
supplemented their daily live show on BBC with 24/7
multichannel live streaming of content, including the first
time we have seen a multiviewer delivered to
consumers - allowing them to watch up to 7 live cameras
day and night.
The next phase of broadcasting will also start to embrace object oriented content - so let’s
talk a little about that. With the rise of centralised transmission facilities in the 2000's we
started to see the first glimpse of object oriented content, in a very simple mode, where TV
shows were delivered for transmission with multiple language sound tracks, English on 1&2,
French on 2&3, and so on. Transmissions servers would then typically configure themselves
to emit different video+audio streams for each language to different markets.
Since then things have developed considerably, and the new concepts in object oriented
content are giving consumers the control of which components of the content they want.
Rather than the server creating multiple language streams, this can be selected by the
consumer, along with a choice of which aspect ratio, whether or not they want on-screen
graphics, and maybe select from different camera angles within the SAME stream.
One idea for the future which is sure to please consumers (and provide a marked shift for
sports broadcasters) would be the option to deliver 'partisan commentary' streams for
football matches - instead of the commentator remaining neutral, why not allow the
consumer to pick a feed from an enthusiastic commentator that shares their own
unreserved passion for one team over another.
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In Practice : How are we going to deliver it ?
Back to Technology..... We have seen that consumers have voted with their feet away from
single-stream linear television. What does that mean in terms of the technology required to
deliver the alternatives ? … Well - it requires much more flexible, scalable (up and down)
and cosmopolitan infrastructure which can create multiple parallel pipelines for the same
'program' with different content and formats.
We need systems which can be quickly adapted to deliver specific complex workflows for
different types of programme. We need systems which can scale right up for the olympic
games (perhaps in the cloud), and down again for a more modest, specialist sporting
event.
Much of this can be delivered using software based systems rather than the inflexible, fixed
hardware workflows of the past. Software defined workflows, and networks, local, remote
and global deliver the flexibility to produce the content consumers have come to expect.
Just as consumers now expect any breaking news to have an instant live camera feed
available - so consumers expect real time diverse content and interactivity in other types of
television.
Software defined television also helps with scaling - whether that
becomes on-prem virtualisation using a block of scalable Virtual
machines, or whether the broadcaster shifts the load into the cloud
to expand on demand and to improve connectivity.

The conclusion is - broadcasters need software defined television infrastructure.

This section was all about consumer choice driving TV. In the final section we will dig into
some specific technologies available to deliver these workflows.
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The Future of TV - Non Linear TV
and Object Oriented Broadcasting
A practical guide to staying relevant by delivering what consumers want.

Season 3: Software Defined Television Infrastructure
In the previous section, we learned how consumers have dictated the direction which
broadcasters must follow in order to stay relevant and sustain their business. In this part we
take closer look at the specific technologies which can deliver those changes.

Introduction : The Core Technologies of the current future
What's In : Networking, software, cloud.
What's Out : SDI, hardware, fixed infrastructure.
Flexible infrastructure means breaking away from hardware and using software for the
majority of the pipeline from glass to glass. Even cameras are changing - with a trend
towards direct IP delivery straight from the camera, alongside the growing use of smartphone
cameras as primary sources for news, and as secondary sources for other live events.

In place of SDI connections, signals must now flow across a network, including local
area networks, wide area networks and also over the internet - forming a seamless
connectivity between locations for contributions, production, and final delivery. In the
production phase, there is a new and growing need for remote control and remote monitoring
where the humans involved in the production process are physically remote from the
infrastructure - no more so than when the infrastructure is in the cloud.
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Idealism vs Pragmatism in the IP Video Transition
The broadcast industry has been traditionally quite conservative and cautious. Large state
broadcasters engaged in multi-year cycles as small technology changes were made, using
slow, ponderous processes to define and implement excessively complex 'standardised'
technologies.
In the 1980s a dropped frame on broadcast TV might lead to someone losing their job, whilst
todays audience are perfectly comfortable with a variable frame rate including the odd
skipped frame. It simply isn't a practical problem any more for the actual consumers who are
paying for TV. They could care less about a dropped frame - they care far more about the
content itself on their chosen device. Can you justify spending 7 or 8 figures just to
ensure you never drop a frame on a web stream ? Didn’t think so.
Nevertheless many broadcasters are clinging to the past rules, and when re-defining their SDI
infrastructure they insist on something which delivers the same strict timing and image. This
Idealistic approach to IP Video transition has lead to the SMPTE2022 then SMPTE2110
family of standards which do indeed move video from SDI to IP, but in many ways they fail to
embrace the need for flexibility, diversity and cost eﬀectiveness which the market now
dictates for many parts of the future TV landscape.
This idealistic approach has also led many engineers to adopt a blinkered 'tunnel vision' focused entirely on delivering exclusively SMPTE2110 workflows to replace baseband one
for one, and missing the bigger picture of what the changed market demands.
Alongside this, a generation of Pragmatic technologists (including some inside major
broadcasters) have ripped up the 1980s rulebook and redefined video workflow with IP video
using a new set of objectives, with less constraints, more flexibility and lower cost.
Just as consumers made a willing exchange of mp3 compression for uncompressed
audio - in return for massive benefits of accessibility - when the iPod replaced the CD
Player, so forward thinking pragmatists have embraced compressed IP Video which can run
on existing gigabit networks or over the internet and are delivering the next generation
content consumers want today, without multi-year installation projects and massive budgets.
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As an example, both AES67 and SMPTE2110 have working groups struggling to find
solutions for wide area networking and cloud based operations for these standards as both
are wedded to LAN and ground-based concepts such as precise GPS locked PTP clocks,
uncompressed essence and multicast, all of which hit major challenges when workflow
moves to wide area networks and the cloud.
Meanwhile pragmatists are using technologies like NDI for sophisticated broadcast
workflows in the cloud and across the internet every day without any special
considerations.

SMPTE2110 Future
Its important to appreciate that SMPTE2110 does have an important future role in
TV - for the remaining linear TV channels - eg. live breaking news, live high profile sports and
other live events, however, its important to place it into context in terms of the overall
picture of broadcast deliveries.
The diagram below illustrates the point - we are seeing a shift from 90% linear consumption
5 years ago to a prediction of just 10% linear consumption 5 years in the future. Whilst the
SMPTE2110 model can do an admirable job of replacing linear TV workflows, it fails to cover
the increasingly important proportion of broadcast output which requires much more
cosmopolitan workflows, remote, distributed, and cloud based.
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Even within a single broadcast event, for example the SuperBowl - you might expect the
primary stream to be produced with SMPTE2110, alongside numerous auxiliary streams,
points of view, and other content produced using NDI - perhaps in the same 10% / 90%
proportion.

So, we can see that the endgame for broadcast is a combination of technologies,
SMPTE2110 for the residual linear TV channels, and more flexible and cost effective
workflows based on NDI for the other 90%.
Broadcasters must tool up for both deliveries, using the appropriate tools for each task.
For anyone doubting such a dramatic change, refer back to season one of this article where
we examined massive technology shifts from the past and noted how quickly and
completely the landscape can shift in just a few short years.
Broadcast TV is not immune to an extinction event and the recent global pandemic has
taught us not to sit back and simply expect the status quo to persist.
The purpose of this article has been to assist with the re-education process for the entire TV
industry by presenting a brutal and confrontational vision of the future of TV and the changes
which are required in order for broadcasters to stay relevant - and stay in business.

Broadcasters must embrace a broad, multi-technology future, removing any
SMPTE2110 blinkers and assigning resources to start development of the NDI
based parts of their TV broadcast future, alongside the re-engineering of their
broadcast past with 2110.

Sienna is the developer of the ND Router, ND Processing Engine and Sienna.Cloud
software based infrastructure products, designed with the experience and
predictions shared in this document for large and small broadcasters all over the
world. http://sienna.tv/ndi
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For More Information:

Gallery SIENNA, UK
info@sienna.tv
http://Sienna.tv/ndi

For the NDI Protocol contact:
NewTek Inc
http://ndi.tv
NDI is a trademark of NewTek Inc.
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